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Denotational semantics 
= functional semantics10.2 Direct style 3

storeT = store ‘æ store // Type of store transformation
storeO = store ‘æ value // Type of store observation

In these type definitions, we assume the same definitions for store and
value as in the earlier operational semantics for BIPL. That is, value denotes
the domain of integer and Boolean values, whereas store denotes the domain
of collections of variable name-value pairs. We can read these definitions as
follows. The meaning of a statement is a store transformer, i.e., a function
on stores, thereby describing the e�ect of a given statement on a given store.
The meaning of an expression is a store observer, i.e., a function that takes
a store and returns a value, where the store may need to be consulted due
to the variable expression form, but we assume here that expressions do not
modify the store. We note that deal partial functions, as denoted by the use
‘ ‘æ’ above, due to the possibility of nontermination, ill-typed expressions, and
undefined variables.

10.2.2 Semantic functions

Denotational semantics leverages function definitions as opposed to inference
rules. The functions assign meanings (compositionally) to the di�erent syn-
tactic categories. In the case of BIPL, we need these functions:

S : stmt æ storeT // Semantics of statements
E : expr æ storeO // Semantics of expressions

Thus, the function for the semantics of statements, S, maps statements
to store transformers. The function for the semantics of expressions, E , maps
expressions to store observers.

Compositionality is implied by the following style of defining the semantic
functions; in fact, we use a somewhat extreme style for clarity:

S [|skip|] = skip
S [|assign(x,e)|] = assign x (E [|e|])
S [|seq(s1,s2)|] = seq (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|if(e,s1,s2)|] = if (E [|e|]) (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|while(e,s)|] = while (E [|e|]) (S [|s|])

E [|intconst(i)|] = intconst i

E [|var(x)|] = var x

E [|unary(o,e)|] = unary o (E [|e|])
E [|binary(o,e1,e2)|] = binary o (E [|e1|]) (E [|e2|])
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‘ ‘æ’ above, due to the possibility of nontermination, ill-typed expressions, and
undefined variables.

10.2.2 Semantic functions

Denotational semantics leverages function definitions as opposed to inference
rules. The functions assign meanings (compositionally) to the di�erent syn-
tactic categories. In the case of BIPL, we need these functions:

S : stmt æ storeT // Semantics of statements
E : expr æ storeO // Semantics of expressions

Thus, the function for the semantics of statements, S, maps statements
to store transformers. The function for the semantics of expressions, E , maps
expressions to store observers.

Compositionality is implied by the following style of defining the semantic
functions; in fact, we use a somewhat extreme style for clarity:

S [|skip|] = skip
S [|assign(x,e)|] = assign x (E [|e|])
S [|seq(s1,s2)|] = seq (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|if(e,s1,s2)|] = if (E [|e|]) (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|while(e,s)|] = while (E [|e|]) (S [|s|])

E [|intconst(i)|] = intconst i

E [|var(x)|] = var x

E [|unary(o,e)|] = unary o (E [|e|])
E [|binary(o,e1,e2)|] = binary o (E [|e1|]) (E [|e2|])

Semantic domains = function types of meanings

Semantic functions = mappings from syntax to semantcs

N.B.: The semantic functions are to be defined compositionally.
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Denotational semantics obeys compositionality:  
define meaning of compound construct in terms of the 
meanings of constituents without reference to syntax.

2 10 Denotational semantics

m0 „ s1 #‰ m1 m1 „ s2 #‰ m2

m0 „ seq(s1,s2) #‰ m2
[SEQ]

m „ if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip) #‰ m

Õ

m „ while(e,s) #‰ m

Õ
[WHILE]

Rule [SEQ] meets the principle of compositionality, but the second rule
violates the principle. That is, the rule for statement sequences applies the
judgment for statement execution simply to the two statements s1 and s2
composed in the sequence seq(s1,s2). By contrast, rule [WHILE ] carries a
premises with a newly composed syntactic pattern which, in addition, also
contains the syntactic pattern of the while-loop itself. Thus, the meaning of
a while-loop while(e,s) is not composed from the meanings of the immediate
constituents e and s of a while-loop. Within the framework of operational
semantics, one cannot define a compositional semantics of while-loops.

Simply speaking, compositionality is good in the same sense as primitive
recursion is better understood and better controllable than general recursion.
Compositionality simplifies reasoning about the semantics without relying
on stepwise computation. Compositionality also helps separating syntax and
semantics in a language definition. Compositionality is not always straight-
forward to achieve for a language construct, as we will demonstrate below
with a fixed-point semantics of while-loops.

10.2 Direct style

We develop the basic approach to denotational semantics on the grounds of
so-called ‘direct style’ which su�ces for many programming language con-
structs; this includes structured programming (sequence, iteration, selection)
in imperative programming languages.

10.2.1 Semantic domains

Denotational semantics assumes that each syntactic category is associated
with a semantic domain. We also used this term earlier in the context of ad-
hoc interpreters and operational semantics. The di�erence is that the typical
semantic domain of a denotational semantics is a domain of functions. Ele-
ments of the domains directly represent meanings of program phrases without
any further reference to stepwise computation or deduction. In the case of
the imperative programming language BIPL, we need these domains to be
associated with the syntactical categories of statements and expressions:

For comparison: 
Big-step operational semantics of imperative programs

N.B.: [SEQ] is compositional, but [WHILE] is not, as the meaning of 
a while-loop is defined here in terms of a constructed phrase 
(which, by the way, contains the while-loop under definition).
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The compositional scheme

10.2 Direct style 3
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N.B.: The underlined functions are the semantic combinators. 
They combine meanings — no syntax is involved.
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Types of semantic combinators

4 10 Denotational semantics

That is:

• Applications of the semantic functions S and E to syntactical patterns
or components thereof are surrounded by the so-called Oxford brackets
[| · · · |]. One can trivially check that, on the right-hand sides of equations,
the functions are really just applied to components that were matched on
the left-hand sides.

• The intermediate meanings determined for the components are composed
by function combinators skip, assign, etc. Variable names (see the equa-
tions for the phrases assign(x,e) and var(x)) as well as operator symbols
(see the equations for the phrases unary(o,e) and binary(o,e1,e2)) are di-
rectly passed to the combinators, but no other syntax is passed on other-
wise.

• We apply ‘curried’ notation for the combinators, i.e., function arguments
are lined up by juxtaposition as opposed to enclosing them into parenthe-
ses, e.g., ‘f x y’ as opposed to ‘f(x,y)’.

10.2.3 Semantic combinators

It remains to define the combinators skip, assign, etc. Let us capture their
types first, as they are applied by their use in the compositional scheme
defined above:

skip : storeT
assign : string æ storeO æ storeT
seq : storeT æ storeT æ storeT
if : storeO æ storeT æ storeT æ storeT
while : storeO æ storeT æ storeT

intconst : int æ storeO
var : string æ storeO
unary : uo æ storeO æ storeO
binary : bo æ storeO æ storeO æ storeO

We define the combinations in a semi-formal, intuitive functional notation
here, as a rigorous development of formal notation for denotational seman-
tics [Sto77, Gun92, Ten94] is beyond the scope of this book.

N.B.: The combinators combine meanings — no syntax is involved. 
Well, ints, strings, and operators are hybrids.
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Semi-formal definitions of semantic combinators10.2 Direct style 5

// The identity function for type store
skip m = m

// Pointwise store update
assign x f m = m[x ‘æ (f m)], if f m is defined

// Function composition for type storeT
seq f g m = g (f m)

// Select either branch for Boolean value

if f g h m =

Y
]

[

g m, if f m = true
h m, if f m = false
undefined,otherwise

We left out the definition of while because it requires designated e�orts,
as discussed below. We left out the definition of the combinators for all ex-
pression forms because the earlier operational semantics is essentially com-
positional.

Exercise 10.1 (Denotational semantics of expressions). [Basic level]
Extract definitions of the combinators intconst, var , unary, and binary for
BIPL’s expression forms from the operational semantics of BIPL. n

10.2.4 Fixed-point semantics

In aiming at defining the semantics of while-loop, we encounter a beautiful
construct of declarative programming and formal semantics, i.e., fixed-point
construction, as we discuss now.

That is, we aim at a definition of while f g with f as the meaning of the
condition and g as the meaning of the loop’s body through steps. Perhaps
surprisingly, let us assume, just for the moment, that we knew already the
meaning of the while-loop; let us refer to it as t. If so, then it is easy that the
following equivalence should hold:

t © if f (seq g t) skip

That is, by the choice of if , we consider the meaning f of the loop’s
condition. If the condition evaluates to false, we use the state transformer
skip; otherwise, we sequentially compose the meaning g of the loop’s body
and the assumed meaning t of the loop itself. Thus, we essentially describe the
meaning of a while-loop the body of which is zero or one times executed and
we resort to t for the repetitions past the first one. It is crucial to understand
that we do not use any syntax in this equivalence.

Alas, we do not know yet t. Let us capture the expression as h and
parametrize in t:

N.B.: What about while?
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Fixed-point semantics I/II
Suppose while f g = t. Then, it would hold that: 

Let us capture the expression as h parametrized in t: 

Now consider the following progression of applications of h: 

The meaning of the while-loop can be understood as the repeated 
application of h to an undefined meaning while the number of 
repetitions is unbounded.  

10.2 Direct style 5
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6 10 Denotational semantics

h t = if f (seq g t) skip

Now consider the following progression of applications of h:

h undefined
h (h undefined)

h (h (h undefined))
...

Here, undefined denotes the completely undefined store transformation,
which, given any store m returns a sto that maps all variable names to the
undefined value. The elements in this progression correspond to approxima-
tions of the meaning t of the while loop that agree with t in terms of the
resulting store for the cases of 0, 1, . . . required repetitions for the body and
for some initial store. Thus, if we can express an unbounded number of ap-
plications of h to undefined, then we have indeed defined t. Thus:

t © fix h

We assume the following definition of fix

fix k = k (fix k)

That is, we assume that the unbounded number of applications of h to
undefined is essentially expressed by the application of fix. Computationally,
the definition of fix states that in order to ‘calculate’ the fixed point of k we
need to apply k to the calculation of the fixed point of k. The definition is,
in fact, strikingly close to what is called the fixed-point property. That is, for
t0 to be a fixed-point of h, it must hold that:

t0 = h t0

To conclude, we define the meaning of a while-loop in terms of the while
combinator as a fixed point as follows:

while f g = fix h

where
h t = if f (seq g t) skip

Our discussion of fixed points is aggressively superficial here and we point
to literature on denotational semantics [Sto77, Gun92, Ten94] and domain
theory specifically [SHLG94]. In particular, semantic domains and combina-
tors over them must meet a number of fundamental properties for such a
fixed-point semantics to be well-defined in that the fixed point is uniquely
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The meaning of the while-loop is thus: 

The fixed-point combinator is ‘defined’ as follows: 

Fixed-point semantics II/II

6 10 Denotational semantics
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N.B.: For such a fixed-point semantics to make sense, denotational 
semantics definitions need to meet some constraints studied in 

domain theory, which we skip here (and in the book as well).
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Ingredients in need of encoding: 

• Abstract syntax 

• Semantic domains 

• Semantic functions 

• Semantic combinators

• fix

Denotational interpreter in Haskell

10.2 Direct style 7

identified. To this end, the domains are more than just sets; they are equipped
with a partial order to deal with undefinedness and approximation. Also, the
combinators need to be monotone and continous in a specific sense to facil-
itate fixed-point computation by taking least-upper bounds with respect to
said partial orders.

Exercise 10.2 (Existence and uniqueness of fixed points). [Basic level]
This exercise hints at the challenge of making sure that fixed points exist and
are uniquely defined. Define functions a, b, and c on natural numbers such
that a has no fixed point, b has exactly one fixed point, and c has an infinite
number of fixed points. Use the fixed-point property, as stated above, to check
whether a given natural number is indeed a fixed point of given function. n

Regardless of the informal treatment of the topic, the development thus
far is computationally e�ective, as our discussion of denotational interpreters
shows below.

10.2.5 Direct-style interpreters

Arguably, semantic domains, functions, and combinators are easily encoded
as intepreters in functional programming. Such an implementation benefits
from the fact that denotational semantics is clearly a functional approach to
semantics. That is, domains are types of functions; semantic functions are
functions, anyway. Semantic combinators are (higher-order) function combi-
nators. The actual details of a systematic and well-defined encoding are non-
trivial [Rey72, Rey98a, Rey98b], as there may be some mismatch between
the mathematical view on a metanotation for semantics and the actual se-
mantics of the functional metalanguage, but we skip over such details here.
We encode denotational semantics here in Haskell.

Here is how we expect to use the interpreter for executing the sample
program for Euclidean division; we apply values for the variables x and y;
execution computes the variables q and r as the quotient and remainder of
dividing x by y.

Interactive Haskell session:

I execute euclideanDiv (fromList [("x", Left 14), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q", Left 3), ("r", Left 2), ("x", Left 14), ("y", Left 4)]

We begin with an encoding of BIPL’s semantic domains:

Illustration 10.1 (Semantic domains BIPL).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.DS.Domains
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≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable ids to values
type Store = Map String Value
≠≠ Store transformers (semantics of statements)
type StoreT = Store æ Store
≠≠ Store observers (semantics of expressions)
type StoreO = Store æ Value

n

All of these definitions are straightforward. The definition of Store exhibits
an element of choice. We could also model stores more directly as functions
of type String æ Value, but we opt for Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values because the
underlying representation is more convenient to use for testing and debugging,
as dictionaries are ‘observable’ as a whole whereas genuine functions can only
be ‘queried’ at specific points.

The compositional mapping over statements is defined very much like in
the semi-formal development. The semantic functions S and E are called
execute and evaluate for clarity; the underlined combinators are modeled as
primed functions; see, for example, skip� instead of skip. (By priming we also
avoid clashes. For instance, if is readily taken in Haskell.) Thus:

Illustration 10.2 (Compositional mapping).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.DS.Interpreter

execute :: Stmt æ StoreT
execute Skip = skip�
execute (Assign x e) = assign� x (evaluate e)
execute (Seq s1 s2) = seq� (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (If e s1 s2) = if’ (evaluate e) (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (While e s) = while� (evaluate e) (execute s)

evaluate :: Expr æ StoreO
evaluate (IntConst i) = intconst� i
evaluate (Var x) = var� x
evaluate (Unary o e) = unary� o (evaluate e)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) = binary� o (evaluate e1) (evaluate e2)

n

That is, there is one equation per language construct. On the left-hand side
of an equation, the construct is matched to provide access to the constituents
of the construct. On the right-hand side of an equation, the meanings of
the constituents are determined by recursive occurrences of the interpreter
functions and they are combined by the corresponding semantic combinator.

The actual combinator definitions make reasonable use of Haskell in im-
plementing the semiformal definitions.

Illustration 10.3 (Combinators of semantic meanings).
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Haskell module Language.BIPL.DS.Combinators

skip� :: StoreT
skip� = id
assign� :: String æ StoreO æ StoreT
assign� x f m = insert x (f m) m
seq� :: StoreT æ StoreT æ StoreT
seq� = flip (.)
if’ :: StoreO æ StoreT æ StoreT æ StoreT
if’ f g h m = let Right v = f m in if v then g m else h m
while� :: StoreO æ StoreT æ StoreT
while� f g = fix h where h t = if’ f (seq� g t) skip�
intconst� :: Int æ StoreO
intconst� i _ = Left i
var� :: String æ StoreO
var� x m = m!x
unary� :: UOp æ StoreO æ StoreO
unary� Negate f m = let Left i = f m in Left (negate i)
unary� Not f m = let Right b = f m in Right (not b)
binary� :: BOp æ StoreO æ StoreO æ StoreO
...

n

In the definition of while�, we use a polymorphic fixed-point combinator
that is readily defined in the Haskell library like this:
fix :: (a æ a) æ a
fix f = f (fix f)

Exercise 10.3 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter may ‘throw’ for di�erent reasons, e.g., in the case of applying
Boolean negation (Not) to an integer constant. Identify all reasons and revise
the interpreter so that statement execution and expression evaluation do not
simply throw, but Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe type is returned instead. n

10.3 Continuation style

We turn from the direct to the more advanced continuation style of deno-
tational semantics. The main idea, when applying the style to imperative
programs, is to parametrize meanings in the ‘rest of the program’ so that
each meaning can freely choose to deviate from the default continuation, as
it may be necessary for control-flow constructs such as throws of exceptions
or gotos. In functional programming, there also exists a related style, the
continuation-passing style (CPS), which helps with adding error handling to
programs or structuring functional programs, e.g., in the implementation of
web applications [KHM+07].

10.3 Continuation style 9
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Exercise 10.3 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter may ‘throw’ for di�erent reasons, e.g., in the case of applying
Boolean negation (Not) to an integer constant. Identify all reasons and revise
the interpreter so that statement execution and expression evaluation do not
simply throw, but Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe type is returned instead. n

10.3 Continuation style

We turn from the direct to the more advanced continuation style of deno-
tational semantics. The main idea, when applying the style to imperative
programs, is to parametrize meanings in the ‘rest of the program’ so that
each meaning can freely choose to deviate from the default continuation, as
it may be necessary for control-flow constructs such as throws of exceptions
or gotos. In functional programming, there also exists a related style, the
continuation-passing style (CPS), which helps with adding error handling to
programs or structuring functional programs, e.g., in the implementation of
web applications [KHM+07].

The fixed-point combinator at hand
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See here specifically:  

https://github.com/softlang/yas/tree/master/languages/BIPL/Haskell

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses denotational semantics in more detail. 
This includes continuation style and program analysis by 

abstract interpretation atop denotational semantics.


